Unquestionable quality at affordable prices – this is what our customers expect from the MEYLE brand - and rightly so. When choosing an aftermarket brand the quality of its products should be the guiding principle. Functional reliability paired with long service life depend not only on the spare part itself, but also on the mounting components which are included with the MEYLE-ORIGINAL parts.

This is why MEYLE AG supplies MEYLE brand-name parts with special top-grade mounting hardware down to every nut, bolt and washer. Our value-added service enables customers to perform all-round professional repairs quickly and reliably.

MEYLE mounting hardware complies with OE quality standards and is included in the standard scope of delivery as shown below. Sets correspond to the individual installation requirements of each part to ensure a snug fit. Anti-corrosion surface finishing provides longer overall part life.

**We recommend:**
Always use new mounting parts!

### The figures show some examples of special nuts required for the installation of MEYLE-ORIGINAL parts

**BMW nut 33 30 6 787 062***

Suitable for all current BMW models.

**BMW nut 31 12 6 780 480***

To fit the following models:
- BMW X 5 (E70)
- BMW X 6 (E71)

**Audi, VW special nut N 909 656 02***

To fit the following models:
- VW Phaeton, YOM 2002 onward
- Audi A6, S6, Avant, YOM 2005 onward
- Audi A6 allroad Quattro, YOM 2007 onward
- Audi A8, YOM 2004-2010

* The original spare part numbers shown here are for cross-reference purposes only and shall not be disclosed to third parties on invoices and delivery notes.